METHOD FOR REDUCING POWER CONSUMPTION OF WAPI MOBILE TERMINAL AND WAPI MOBILE TERMINAL

A method for reducing power consumption of a Wireless Local Area Networks Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure (WAPI) mobile terminal and a WAPI mobile terminal are provided. Said method includes: caching received WAPI service data into a dynamic cache module, and in a process of caching WAPI service data, when data quantity of cached WAPI service data accumulates to a data quantity threshold set by said WAPI mobile terminal, a processor module of said WAPI mobile terminal processing the cached WAPI service data. Said WAPI mobile terminal includes: a WAPI communication module and a processor module connected with each other, and a storage module connected with said processor module, and a dynamic cache module connected with said WAPI communication module and said processor module respectively.
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301
The mobile terminal and the wireless access node of the WAPI network establish a communication connection between them to download data.

302
The WAPI mobile terminal caches the received WAPI service data into the dynamic cache module; in the process of caching the WAPI data, the processor module of the WAPI mobile terminal does not process the cached WAPI data.

303
When the cached WAPI data accumulates to the data quantity threshold set by the WAPI mobile terminal, the processor of the WAPI mobile terminal processes the cached WAPI service data.

304
Are the WAPI service data all received?

End
```
Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to the communication terminal field, and particularly, to a method for reducing power consumption of a mobile terminal and a Wireless Local Area Networks Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure (WAPI) mobile terminal.

Background of the Related Art

[0002] After the Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA) technology of the 3rd Generation (3G) standards is commercialized, the China wireless network standard WAPI also emerges to the forefront along with the wireless city upsurge rising from various cities in China, and the mobile terminal supporting the WAPI function (namely the WAPI mobile terminal) becomes more and more popular.

[0003] In the mobile communication system, the continuous working time length of the mobile terminal is an important index reflecting the quality and performance of products. The mobile terminal downloading data through the WAPI technique during a long time will run out of the power of the battery quickly, and for the purpose of extending the continuous working time of the mobile terminal, it is necessary to reduce the power consumption of the mobile terminal.

[0004] As shown in FIG. 1, in the prior art, the WAPI mobile terminal comprises a processor module 101, a user interface module 102, a WAPI communication module 103 and a storage module 104. When the WAPI mobile terminal downloads the large flow and long time data, the processor module 101 of the mobile terminal is required to monitor the data sent by the WAPI communication module 103 all the time, and stores the data to the storage module 104 in real-time, and carries out related processing on the received data, and the above large quantity of data processing operations of the processor module 101 makes the working current of the mobile terminal keep in a higher constant value all the time, which causes the mobile terminal to severely consume the power.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] The technical problem to be solved in the present invention is to provide a method for reducing power consumption of a WAPI mobile terminal and a WAPI mobile terminal, which saves the power consumption of the mobile terminal and extends the working time.

[0006] In order to solve the above problem, the present invention provides a WAPI mobile terminal for reducing power consumption, comprising: a WAPI communication module and a processor module connected with each other, and a storage module connected with said processor module, and a dynamic cache module connected with said WAPI communication module and said processor module respectively; said dynamic cache module being configured to: receive and cache WAPI service data sent by said WAPI communication module; and after data quantity of cached WAPI service data accumulates to a data quantity threshold set by said processor module, send a triggering message to said processor module to notify said processor module to carry out processing.

[0007] In the above WAPI mobile terminal, the following characteristics are further included:

said processor module is configured to: set the data quantity threshold of cache storage; in a process of caching WAPI service data, not monitor and process the WAPI service data; and after receiving the triggering message of said dynamic cache module, process the WAPI service data cached by said dynamic cache module.

[0008] In the above WAPI mobile terminal, the following characteristics are further included:

said processor module is configured to: keep in a sleeping state or process a task of which a processing priority is higher than the processing priority of said WAPI service in a process of caching WAPI data.

[0009] In the above WAPI mobile terminal, the following characteristics are further included:

said processor module is configured to: set the data quantity threshold of the cache storage according to a real-time requirement of the WAPI service, and the higher the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is, the lower the set data quantity threshold is.

[0010] In the above WAPI mobile terminal, the following characteristics are further included:

said processor module is further configured to: move the cached WAPI service data to said storage module after the data quantity of the cached WAPI service data accumulates to said data quantity threshold, and enter into the sleeping state over again or continue to process a task of which the processing priority is higher than the processing priority of said WAPI service.

[0011] In the above WAPI mobile terminal, the following characteristics are further included:

said dynamic cache module is a Field Programmable Gate Array.

[0012] In order to solve the above problem, the present invention also provides a method for reducing power con-
sumption of a Wireless Local Area Networks Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure (WAPI) mobile terminal, comprising:

caching received WAPI service data into a dynamic cache module, and when data quantity of cached WAPI service data accumulates to a data quantity threshold set by said WAPI mobile terminal, a processor module of said WAPI mobile terminal processing the cached WAPI service data.

[0013] The above method further comprises:

in a process of caching WAPI data, said processor module not monitoring and processing the WAPI service data, and said processor module being in a sleeping state or processing a task of which a processing priority is higher than the processing priority of said WAPI service.

[0014] In the above method, the following characteristics are further included:

said data quantity threshold is set by the WAPI mobile terminal according to a real-time requirement of a WAPI service, and the higher the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is, the lower the set data quantity threshold is.

[0015] The above method further comprises:

after the data quantity of the cached WAPI service data accumulates to said data quantity threshold, said processor module moving the cached WAPI service data to a storage module of said WAPI mobile terminal, and entering into the sleeping state over again or continuing to process a task of which the processing priority is higher than the processing priority of said WAPI service.

[0016] In the method of the present invention, the WAPI mobile terminal adds a dynamic cache module, and when the mobile terminal carries out WAPI data downloading operations of lower real-time requirement and large data quantity, in the time consuming process of caching the data to the dynamic cache module, the processor of the mobile terminal doesn’t need to monitor and process the data in the dynamic cache module, and further uniformly processes the data until the data accumulated in the dynamic cache module reaches to the quantity set by system, and thus the whole power consumption of the mobile terminal can be effectively reduced, and the working quantity of the processor is reduced, and further the power of the mobile terminal is saved, and the continuous using time of the mobile terminal is extended.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0017] FIG. 1 is a function structure diagram of the WAPI mobile terminal in the prior art;

FIG. 2 is a function structure diagram of the WAPI mobile terminal of which the power consumption can be reduced according to the example;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of the method for reducing the power consumption of the WAPI mobile terminal according to the example;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of the method for reducing the power consumption of the WAPI mobile terminal according to the specific example.

Preferred Embodiments of the Present Invention

[0018] As shown in FIG. 2, comparing with the WAPI mobile terminal shown in FIG. 1, the WAPI mobile terminal of which the power consumption is reduced adds a dynamic cache module 105 respectively connected with the processor module 101 and the WAPI communication module 103;

the user interface module 102 is used for data interaction between the man-machine interacting device and the processor module 101; wherein the man-machine interacting device of the mobile terminal is a terminal screen and a keyboard;

the WAPI communication module 103 is used for carrying out data interaction with a wireless access node of a WAPI network by the WAPI protocol, and sending the WAPI data received from the wireless access node to the processor module 101 or the dynamic cache module 105;

the storage module 104 is used for storing WAPI data under the control of the processor module 101;

the processor module 101 is used for controlling the normal operation of the whole system, receiving the input of the external control signal, and processing the WAPI transmission data; is further used for setting the data quantity threshold of the cache storage according to the real-time requirement of the WAPI service, wherein the higher the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is, the lower the set data quantity threshold is; is further used for in the process of caching the WAPI service data, enter into a sleeping state or process the task of which the priority is higher than that of said WAPI service, not monitoring or processing WAPI service data; and is further used for moving cached WAPI service data to said storage module after receiving the triggering message of said dynamic cache module, namely after the data quantity of the cached WAPI service data accumulates to said data quantity threshold, and entering into the sleeping state over again or continuing to process the task of which
the priority is higher than that of said WAPI service; the dynamic cache module 105 is used for receiving and caching the WAPI service data sent by said WAPI communication module; and is further used for sending a triggering message to said processor module 101 after the data quantity of the cached WAPI service data accumulates to the data quantity threshold set by said processor module; this dynamic cache module 105 can be a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip with low power consumption, and the Random Access Memory (RAM) inside the FPGA chip stores the cached WAPI data.

According to the real-time requirement of the WAPI service, the WAPI mobile terminal sets the data quantity threshold of the cache storage (namely the dynamic cache module), and the higher the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is, the lower the data quantity threshold of the cache storage is. For example, for the WAPI service which is required to be played in streaming media, the real-time requirement of the data transmission is very high, and the user can set a very low data quantity threshold of the cache storage, or directly set to 0, namely not caching this WAPI service data, and directly caching data by the small capacity RAM inside the processor. For the WAPI service which requires downloading file packets in a large quantity and not paying attention to the downloading content, the user can set a very high data quantity threshold of the cache storage.

As shown in FIG. 3, the method for reducing power consumption of the WAPI mobile terminal comprises:

step 310, the mobile terminal and the wireless access node of the WAPI network establish a communication connection between them to download data;

step 302, the WAPI mobile terminal caches the received WAPI service data into the dynamic cache module; in the process of caching the WAPI data, the processor module of the WAPI mobile terminal does not process the cached WAPI data;

in the process of caching the WAPI data, the processor judges that except the WAPI service, there is no other task of which the priority is higher than that of the WAPI service running, and the processor enters into the sleeping or low power consumption state; the processor judges that besides wireless communication of the WAPI, there is currently another task of which the priority is higher than that of the WAPI service running, and the processor processes this task of which the priority is higher than that of the WAPI service.

Step 303, when the cached WAPI data accumulates to the data quantity threshold set by the WAPI mobile terminal, the processor of the WAPI mobile terminal processes the cached WAPI service data; when the cached WAPI data accumulates to the data quantity threshold set by the WAPI mobile terminal, and when the dynamic cache module sends the triggering message to the processor, and if the processor is in the sleeping state, then the processor quits the sleeping state, and moves the WAPI data in the dynamic cache module to the storage module; if the processor is processing another task of which the priority is higher than that of the WAPI service, then after finishing this task, the processor further moves the WAPI data inside the dynamic cache module to the storage module, or after receiving the triggering message, the processor suspends processing of this task, and moves the WAPI data in the dynamic cache module to the storage module.

According to the above method, if the user downloads the WAPI service with the large flow quantity data and not high real-time requirement through the WAPI, the processor doesn’t need to monitor and carry out the downloading operation of the data all the time, but caches the WAPI service data in the dynamic cache module, and when the stored data in the cache area reach to a certain value, the processor further moves the data to the storage space, and in the process of caching the WAPI service data, the processor does not monitor and process cached data, and thus in the time consuming process of caching the WAPI data, the processor doesn’t need to consume the processing capability on the WAPI service, thereby saving the power; especially for the case of the larger downloaded WAPI service data quantity and consuming longer downloading time, the effect is obvious.

It will further describe the specific example of the present invention in detail in combination with the figures below.

As shown in FIG. 4, combining with FIG. 2, the dynamic cache module 105 of the mobile terminal is a FPGA chip, and the method of the WAPI mobile terminal processing WAPI service data comprises:

step 401, according to their own application requirements, the user sets the data capacity of the cache storage area in the FPGA according to the real-time requirement of the WAPI service through the Machine Interacting (MMI) devices, the set value is input into the register of the processor module 101 through the user interface module 102 of the mobile terminal; for example, when the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is very high, the data capacity of the FPGA can be set to 0, and when the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is low, for the purpose of saving power of the mobile terminal to the maximum, the user can set the data capacity of the FPGA to the maximum capacity of the cache storage.
Invention does not limit the specific implementation method, need to process cached data in real-time, and the present invention is not limited to the above one way, and reducing the power consumption of the terminal. But the present invention is not limited to the above one way, and the continuous using time of the mobile terminal can be effectively reduced, and further the power of the mobile terminal is saved, and the continuous using time of the mobile terminal is extended.

Claims

1. A Wireless Local Area Networks Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure (WAPI) mobile terminal of which power consumption is reduced, comprising: a WAPI communication module and a processor module connected with each other, and a storage module connected with said processor module, and a dynamic cache module connected with said WAPI communication module and said processor module respectively; said dynamic cache module being configured to: receive and cache WAPI service data sent by said WAPI communication module; and after data quantity of cached WAPI service data accumulates to a data quantity threshold set by said processor module, send a triggering message to said processor module to notify said processor module to carry out processing.

2. The WAPI mobile terminal as claimed in claim 1, wherein said processor module is configured to: set the data quantity threshold of cache storage; in a process of caching WAPI service data, not monitor and process the WAPI service data; and after receiving the triggering message of said dynamic cache module, processing the WAPI service data cached by said dynamic cache module.
3. The WAPI mobile terminal as claimed in claim 1, wherein said processor module is configured to: keep in a sleeping state or process a task of which a priority is higher than that of said WAPI service in a process of caching WAPI data.

4. The WAPI mobile terminal as claimed in claim 2, wherein said processor module is configured to: set the data quantity threshold of the cache storage according to a real-time requirement of the WAPI service, and the higher the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is, the lower the set data quantity threshold is.

5. The WAPI mobile terminal as claimed in claim 3, wherein said processor module is further configured to: move the cached WAPI service data to said storage module after the data quantity of the cached WAPI service data accumulates to said data quantity threshold, and enter into the sleeping state over again or continue to process the task of which the priority is higher than that of said WAPI service.

6. The WAPI mobile terminal as claimed in claim 1, wherein said dynamic cache module is a Field Programmable Gate Array.

7. A method for reducing power consumption of a Wireless Local Area Networks Authentication and Privacy Infrastructure (WAPI) mobile terminal, comprising:

- caching received WAPI service data into a dynamic cache module, and when data quantity of cached WAPI service data accumulates to a data quantity threshold set by said WAPI mobile terminal, a processor module of said WAPI mobile terminal processing the cached WAPI service data.

8. The method as claimed in claim 7, said method further comprising:

- in a process of caching WAPI data, said processor module not monitoring and processing the WAPI service data, and said processor module being in a sleeping state or processing a task of which a priority is higher than that of said WAPI service.

9. The method as claimed in claim 7, wherein said data quantity threshold is set by the WAPI mobile terminal according to a real-time requirement of a WAPI service, and the higher the real-time requirement of the WAPI service is, the lower the set data quantity threshold is.

10. The method as claimed in claim 8, said method further comprising:

- after the data quantity of the cached WAPI service data accumulates to said data quantity threshold, said processor module moving the cached WAPI service data to a storage module of said WAPI mobile terminal, and entering into the sleeping state over again or continuing to process the task of which the priority is higher than that of said WAPI service.
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The mobile terminal and the wireless access node of the WAPI network establish a communication connection between them to download data

302
The WAPI mobile terminal caches the received WAPI service data into the dynamic cache module; in the process of caching the WAPI data, the processor module of the WAPI mobile terminal does not process the cached WAPI data
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When the cached WAPI data accumulates to the data quantity threshold set by the WAPI mobile terminal, the processor of the WAPI mobile terminal processes the cached WAPI service data
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FIG. 3
A user sets the data capacity of the cache storage

According to the set value in the register of the processor module, the FPGA sets the capacity of the cache storage area of the FPGA

The WAPI communication module and the wireless access node of the WAPI network establish the communication connection, and the user downloads data by the mobile terminal

Is there another task of which the priority is higher than that of the WAPI wireless data transmission running?

The WAPI communication module caches the received download data into the RAM of the dynamic cache module

When the data capacity stored in the RAM of the FPGA reaches to the capacity threshold set by the user, an interruption is generated to be input into the processor module

If the processor module is in the sleeping or low power consumption mode, the processor module quits the sleeping or low power consumption mode, and moves the cached data in the dynamic cache module to the storage module

Does the data transmission with the wireless access node end?

The mobile terminal ends this WAPI service data download

The processor module enters into the sleeping or low power consumption mode, and waits for the execution of the higher priority service and the wake-up of the external interruption
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